
SIMPLIFIED NCERT

Now this is Seriously Epic !



What is Chemical Reaction ?
A chemical reaction is in which the bonds are broken within the reactant molecules and

new bonds are formed within product molecules in order to form a new substance.

Significance !
You can test the change in chemical state by below given methods -:

Change in Color (Example - Reactant is Yellow whereas the product is pink)
Evolution of a Gas (Example- Hydrogen Gas is liberated)
Change in Temperature (Endothermic or Exothermic Reaction)
Formation of Precipitate (Insoluble substance is formed)

Chemical Equation !
Symbolic Representation of the chemical reaction.

Magnesium  + Oxygen  ----> Magnesium Oxide

Mg + O ----> MgO

Lets Balance this Equation !

Step I: To balance a chemical equation, first draw boxes around each formula. Do not change anything
inside the boxes while balancing the equation.

To Balance the Oxygen Atoms !
Changes can only made in the Coefficients
of the Molecules -:

To Balance the Fe Atoms !
To equalise Fe, we take three atoms of Fe on the LHS -:

Balanced Final Check ?

Writing Physical States !

Note -: Writing the Physical States is necessary. Examiner may even can
deduct the marks for this mistake.
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Combination Reaction !

Why should a Magnesium ribbon be cleared before burning in air ?
To remove the Magnesium oxide layer from the ribbon which may prevent or slow down the
burning of magnesium ribbon. Unwanted impurities deposited on the magnesium ribbon can
be removed and only pure magnesium can be used for the reaction.

From The Experiments of NCERT !

Magnesium ribbon is taken
Cleaned with Sand Paper before burning.
Hold it with Tong and Start Burning
Starts buring with Dazzling white flame
Now , the powder wee see is magnesium oxide powder.

Types of Chemical Reactions !

The Chemical reaction in which two or
more substance reacts vigorously to
form One substance

Exothermic Reaction !
A reaction that is chemical in nature and is
characterized by the release of energy in the
form of heat or light is called an exothermic
reaction.

Burning of Coal !
C(s) + O2(g) ---> CO2(g)
CH4(g) + 2O2(g) ---> CO2(g) + 2H2O(g)

Decomposition Reaction !

A decomposition reaction can be defined as
a chemical reaction in which one reactant
breaks down into two or more products.

When Carried out by the heat , this reaction
is called as the thermal decomposition.

Endothermic Reaction !
Endothermic reactions are chemical
reactions in which the reactants absorb
heat energy from the surroundings to form
products. These reactions lower the
temperature of their surrounding area,
thereby creating a cooling effect.

Above reaction is used in the black and
white photography !

Displacement Reaction !
A displacement reaction is a type of reaction that replaces part of one reactor with another. 



More of Displacement Reactions !

Double Displacement Reaction !
A double displacement reaction is a type of chemical
reaction in which the reactant ions exchange places to form
new products.

2nd ACTIVITY !
Take Lead Nitrate Solution in a test tube.
Add potassium iodide solution to it 
Yellow Precipitate of Lead Iodide will be formed
Change in Color (Colorless to Yellow)

KI + Pb(NO3)2 ---------> KNO3 + PbI2 
Yellow ppt.

OXIDATION !
Addition of Oxygen
Removal of Hydrogen

REDUCTION
Addition of Hydrogen
Removal of Oxidation

CORROSION !
Corrosion is when a refined metal is naturally converted to a more stable form such
as its oxide, hydroxide or sulphide state this leads to deterioration of the material.

RANCIDITY !
Rancidity, condition produced by aerial oxidation of unsaturated fat present in foods
and other products, marked by unpleasant odour or flavour.
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